
Arduino Lab 03 - Vary LED Brightness 

Introduction 

This Lab uses a technique called Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to produce the effect 

of an analog voltage. In this lab that analog voltage will be used to vary the brightness 

of an LED. In a later Lab, you will see that a very common use of PWM is to control the 

speed of a DC motor. So, let us begin with a description of PWM and how it works. 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

 

Figure 1. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

Refer to Figure 1 above for these comments. The three waveforms above are three of 

the many possible waveforms that can be produced by Pulse Width Modulation 

FREQUENCY: Notice that in all three waveforms, the pulse goes high at the same time. 

This means that the frequency is the same for all three signals. The frequency of each 

signal is defined as the number of times the voltage completes a full cycle per unit time. 

This is usually expressed as cycles per second or Hertz. Using the time that the signal 

goes high as our reference, we see that the signal goes high, returns to low, then goes 

high again to begin repeating the pattern. If each signal goes high (5 Volts DC for the 

Arduino) 100 times per second, we can say the frequency is 100 Hertz or 100 Hz. If it 

goes high 1,000 times per second, we can say the frequency is One Kilohertz or 1 KHz. 

DUTY CYCLE: The Duty Cycle of a waveform is defined as the percentage of time the 

signal is HIGH as a percentage of the time for each cycle. So the Duty Cycle is the 



amount of time the voltage is high in each cycle divided by the time for one complete 

cycle. The computation for the three waveforms above would be: 

 Duty Cycle = High Time / Cycle Time = 10 / 100 = 0.10 = 10% 

 Duty Cycle = High Time / Cycle Time = 50 / 100 = 0.50 = 50% 

 Duty Cycle = High Time / Cycle Time = 90 / 100 = 0.90 = 90% 

So what does this mean, and how can we use this to vary the brightness of a light or 

control the speed of a motor? For a moment, let's assume we have a five volt motor and 

a five volt light bulb hooked up to a five volt source that we can turn on and off. If we 

turn the five volts on and off very slowly, say once per second, we see the light go on, 

then off. At the same time, we see the motor go from stopped to running full speed, then 

stopping. But as we increase the frequency of the on and off times, something happens! 

Take the motor when it gets turned on and off 1,000 times a second... Can a motor go 

from stopped to running full speed, then come completely to a stop 1,000 times a 

second? No way! 

Picture life from the motor's viewpoint at a 50% Duty Cycle, 1,000 Hz signal. When the 

voltage goes high, the motor knows it wants to go as fast as it can, so it starts to speed 

up, but it can't get much increase in speed in one-half of one one-thousandth of a 

second. Then, before it has a chance to gain much speed, the voltage goes back to 

zero, so the motor starts to slow down. Again in one-half of one one-thousandth of a 

second, it doesn't have time to get slowed much before the full voltage is applied again. 

Since the voltage is applied half of the time and absent half of the time, the motor will 

reach equilibrium at about half speed. To someone watching just what the motor does, it 

would appear as though the motor was turning at half speed, or at the same speed as if 

we had applied a constant 2.5 volts to the motor. 

For this Lab, we will start out sending 0 to the LED and it will be off. We will gradually 

raise this number by fives (0, 5, 10...255) until we reach the maximum value of 255. At 

255, the LED will be brightly lit. Then we will lower this value from 255 to 0 in fives (255, 

250, 245...0) and the LED will slowly dim to off. 

Parts Required: 

You will need the following to complete this Lab: 



 1 Arduino Development Board (Duemilanove or Uno) 

 

 1 USB cable that has connectors matching your Arduino board and your 

computer 

 1 LED (any color) 

 1 Resistor(220 to 270 Ohms) 

The Hookup 



 

Programming 

The Setup() Module 

Arduino's programming language requires two modules: setup() and loop(). The 

optional setup() module would contain anything you need the program to initialize or set 

up before the program starts. In this case, we can use setup() to set pin 13 as the 

OUTPUT Pin to flash our LED. 

int LED_Pin = 13; 

int brightness; 

 

void setup()  

{  

  pinMode(LED_Pin, OUTPUT);  

}  

The "pinMode" line says: "Set up pin 13 on the Arduino as an Output Pin". The variable 

brightness will be used to send an analog signal to the LED. When the value of this 

signal is zero, the LED will be off. When it is 255, the LED will be brightly lit. So, when 

we send the sequence 0, 5, 10...255 to the LED, it will gradually go from off to fully lit. 

The sequence 255, 250, 245...0 will then dim the LED until it goes off. 

Loop Module 



The Loop() module in the Arduino is designed to keep executing over and over until the 

program is terminated. What we wish the loop() to do is to light up the LED, turn it off, 

and repeat this sequence every second. 

Your code should look like this: 

void loop() 

{ 

  for(brightness = 0; brightness <= 255; brightness+=5)  

  { 

    analogWrite(LED_Pin, brightness);  

    delay(30); 

  }  

  for(int brightness = 255; brightness >= 0; brightness-=5)  

  { 

    analogWrite(LED_Pin, brightness);  

    delay(30); 

  } 

}  

This is a 'bare bones' program that will work, but it is not very informative. Below is a 

better version that does exactly the same thing, but it contains several comments that 

help explain the program's function. You might think that comments for such a simple 

program are not necessary, but it is a good practice to get used to making liberal 

comments in your code. It is amazing how confusing code can seem when you come 

back to it months or years later! 

This improved code does two things: It assigns Pin 13 to a constant by saying 'int ledPin 

= 13;'. Not a big help here, but in larger programs, constants can reduce confusion and 

make changes much easier. Second, there are several comments to tell the reader 

what is going on. This code is preferred over the example above: 

int LED_Pin = 13;   // Connect an LED to Pin 13 of the board  

int brightness;     // 0 = LED off; 255 = LED brightly lit 

 

void setup() 

{  



  pinMode(LED_Pin, OUTPUT);     // Set Pin 13 as an OUTPUT Pin 

}  

 

void loop() 

{  

  for(brightness = 0; brightness <= 255; brightness+=5)  // Work 

up from off to brightly lit  

    analogWrite(LED_Pin, brightness);  // Light the LED  

    delay(30); // hesitate 30 milliseconds  

 

  for(int brightness = 255; brightness >= 0; brightness-=5)  // 

Go from brightly lit to off  

    analogWrite(LED_Pin, brightness);  // Light the LED  

    delay(30); // hesitate 30 milliseconds  

}  

Compile and Run 

Now compile and run the program. The LED should slowly go from off to brightly lit, then 

back to off and then repeat this cycle. 

If it is oscillating properly, you know that your program compiled OK, that it loaded 

properly and that it ran correctly. 

 


